Foam-Assisted Chemical Flooding for Enhanced Oil Recovery: Effects of Slug Salinity and Drive Foam Strength
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ABSTRACT: The novel enhanced oil recovery (EOR) technique combining the reduction of oil/water (o/w) interfacial tensions (IFT) to ultralow values and generation of a foam drive for mobility control is known as foam-assisted chemical flooding (FACF). We present a well-controlled laboratory study on the feasibility of FACF at reservoir conditions. Two specially selected chemical surfactants were screened on their stability in sea water at 90 °C. The ability of both surfactants to generate stable foam in bulk was studied in the presence and absence of crude oil. It led to the composition of the foam drive formulation for drive mobility control. Phase behavior scan studies, for the two crude oil/surfactant/brine systems, yielded the design of the chemical slug capable of mobilizing residual oil by drastically lowering the o/w IFT. Core-flood experiments were performed in Bentheimer sandstones previously brought to a residual oil to water ratio of 0.33 ± 0.02. A surfactant slug at under optimum (o/w IFT of 10⁻² mN/m) or optimum (o/w IFT of 10⁻³ mN/m) salinity was injected for mobilizing residual oil. It resulted in the formation of an unstable oil bank because of dominant gravitational forces at both salinities. Next, a foam drive was generated either in situ, by co-injecting nitrogen gas and surfactant solution, or pregenerated ex situ and then injected to displace the oil bank. We found that (i) the presence of the crude oil used in this work has a detrimental effect on foam stability in bulk and foam strength in Bentheimer sandstones, (ii) optimum salinity FACF was able to increase the ultimate oil recovery with 5% of the oil in place (OIP) after water flooding compared with under optimum FACF, and (iii) injection of pregenerated drive foam increased its ultimate oil recovery by 13% of the OIP after water flooding compared to in situ drive foam generation at optimum salinity.

1. INTRODUCTION

Gas injection is a common and widely applied method for enhanced oil recovery (EOR). However, because of high gas mobility, recovery factors obtained during gas injection are often lower than anticipated as gas tends to override the water and oil in place (OIP). Moreover, viscous fingering and gas channeling through high-permeability streaks in the porous medium further magnifies its poor volumetric sweep efficiency.1–3 Water-alternating-gas (WAG) injection, that is, the injection of gas slugs alternated by slugs of water, has been successfully applied for partially overcoming the drawbacks of continuous gas injection.4–6 Nonetheless, gravity segregation might also occur during WAG flooding, yielding again an early breakthrough of gas.7 Another approach to reduce gas mobility and hence increase its volumetric sweep efficiency is foaming of the gas. Foam involves a discontinuous gas phase, that is, gas bubbles, within a continuous liquid phase.8–13 Foam stability is a strong function of the lamellae thickness, that is, thin aqueous films that separate gas bubbles within the foam texture, where thinner lamellae tend to rupture more easily.14,15 The formation of foam is facilitated through the addition of a strong function of the lamellae thickness, that is, thin aqueous films that separate gas bubbles within the foam texture, where thinner lamellae tend to rupture more easily.14,15 The formation of foam is facilitated through the addition of a surfactant, to the aqueous phase that inhibits coalescence of separated gas bubbles thus promoting foam stability.

Besides a favorable volumetric sweep efficiency, the displacement efficiency, that is, fraction of oil mobilized in the swept region, needs to be sufficiently large as well in order to have a successful chemical EOR process. In previously extensive waterflooded reservoirs with good pore connectivity, residual oil remain trapped in the pore network, in the form of disconnected clusters and/or oil fragments,16,17 because of the dominance of capillary forces. Moreover, if the rock surface is mixed- or oil-wet, oil might be adsorbed on the rock. Part of the trapped residual oleic phase may be mobilized through the injection of specially designed surfactants by a combined effect of rock wettability alteration toward more water-wet conditions18,19 (mixed- or oil-wet reservoirs) and the reduction of the oil/water (o/w) interfacial tension (IFT) to ultralow values.6,20–23 By altering the contact angle (θ), that is, the angle between rock and o/w interface, from oil-wet (θ > 90°) conditions toward a water-wet (θ < 90°) system, the surfactants may promote a rock that has a stronger attraction toward brine than oil, which might favor oil mobilization. In this case, the resulting capillary pressure yields water to imbibe more easily, compared to the oil-wet conditions.24–26 A significant reduction of the o/w IFT would directly lead to a lower capillary pressure which increases the ratio of viscous forces over capillary forces that promotes oil mobilization.14 To which extent a constant surfactant concentration can lower the o/w IFT is mainly controlled by the aqueous phase salinity.27 An oil-in-water micro-emulsion (ME) is in equilibrium with excess oil (type II– system) at under-
optimum salinity conditions, whereas at over-optimum salinity a water-in-oil ME co-exists with excess water (type II+ system). In between the type II− and type II+ systems, an optimum salinity range can be identified (type III system) where a distinct ME is in equilibrium with excess oil and water. The type III system reveals ultralow o/w IFTs.

Recently, we have studied the EOR method of alkaline/surfactant/foam (ASF) flooding. ASF is based on the injection of an AS slug for the mobilization of residual oil followed by the generation of a drive foam (F) for mobility control.6,21,23,28 Although the alkali might generate natural surfactants from the crude oil’s naphthenic acids through a saponification process, in terms of practical aspects, the addition of alkali to the formulation may lead to internal corrosion of metal-based surface facilities (e.g., pipelines) because of the formation of carbonic acid.29,30 The latter was our drive to come up with a chemical EOR methodology equivalent to ASF without the addition of alkali to the surfactant slug: Foam-assisted chemical flooding (FACF). Similar to ASF, FACF implies the injection of a surfactant slug at residual oil to waterflood for oil mobilization followed by the injection of a foam drive for mobility control.

Previous studies have shown that ASF is a viable EOR process (Figure 1).6,21−23,31 However, bulk of the existing literature essentially use observed pressure and effluent data,22,31 or have the assistance of limited single-energy CT scanning6,11 to describe related oil mobilization and displacement processes within the porous medium. Although some studies did vary the type of surfactants31 and slug salinity,6,22 we are not aware of any ASF/FACF related study that assessed multiple ways of drive foam injection (that is, in situ generated vs pregenerated).

This work serves as a full extension of our earlier work on ASF at model-like conditions.5,23 It reports on an elaborated laboratory study that addresses the feasibility of FACF to reservoir conditions instead of model-like settings. This study presents novel insights in terms of true dual-energy CT scan results that allowed us to study and visualize oil bank formation and its displacement by a foam drive on the core-scale, for varying slug salinity and the method of drive foam injection. The study includes surfactant stability, crude oil/surfactant phase behavior, and drive foam stability in bulk tests that yielded various surfactant formulations to be used in the ensuing core floods. Core-flood experiments include a foam quality scan, where one surfactant drive formulation was used to generate foam at varying gas fractional flows in the absence of oil, and a series of CT-scanned FACF experiments performed in Bentheimer sandstones. The assistance of a CT scanner with true dual-energy scanning capabilities allowed for novel qualitative and quantitative analysis of the oil bank formation and its displacement during FACF. The effects of surfactant slug salinity and drive foam strength on the FACF efficiency were studied by conducting FACF both at under-optimum and at optimum salinity conditions and comparing in situ drive foam generation through co-injection with the injection of pregenerated drive foam.

2. EXPERIMENTAL SECTION

2.1. Chemicals. In order to induce oil mobilization (by o/w IFT lowering) and gas foaming (achieving mobility control), two surfactants were selected: IOS2024 and a proprietary surfactant which will be designated as Surfactant X. IOS2024 is an anionic surfactant, while Surfactant X contains both anionic and amphoteric surfactants, the latter carrying simultaneously anionic and cationic hydrophilic groups. Both surfactants were found to be unstable in the vicinity of injection water, that is, sea water, at 90 °C as the magnesium (Mg2+) and calcium (Ca2+) ions present yield complexation and, finally, precipitation of both surfactants. It was decided to remove corresponding salts (magnesium chloride hexahydrate, MgCl2·6H2O, and calcium chloride dehydrate, CaCl2·2H2O) from the injection water composition and to compensate for its removal through the addition of sodium chloride (NaCl) equal in total ionic strength. The modified injection water formulation forms the basis for all aqueous solutions used throughout the entire study (Table S1.2, see Supporting Information).

An overview of the physical properties of the chemicals used in this study is presented in Table S1.1 (see Supporting Information). Brine was prepared by dissolving sodium chloride, sodium sulphate, potassium chloride, and sodium bicarbonate in demineralized water. Surfactant slug solutions were prepared by adding required amounts of surfactant and 2-butanol, a cosolvent, to brine. The cosolvent was added to the surfactant slug formulation to guarantee its stability.20 Surfactant drive formulations were prepared by adding the necessary amounts of surfactant to brine. Nitrogen gas was used for co-injection with surfactant drive solution for in situ foam generation and for creating pregenerated drive foam. A crude oil was used in the core-flood experiments. Its acid and base numbers were measured and equaled 0.17 and 0.32 mg KOH/g, respectively. In two FACF core-flood experiments the oleic phase was doped with 20 weight percent (wt %) 1-iododecane for enhancement of the CT contrast between the oleic and aqueous phases. Aqueous solutions were degassed under vacuum prior to injection.

| Table 1. Properties of the Bentheimer Sandstone Cores Used |
|--------------|--------------|--------------|--------------|--------------|--------------|
| parameter    | 1             | 2             | 3             | 4             | 5             |
| porosity (%) | 23.0 ± 0.1 b  | 23.0 ± 0.1 b  | 21.8 ± 0.3 a  | 22.4 ± 0.4 a  | 23.0 ± 0.1 b  |
| permeability (D) | 3.42 ± 0.2 a | 2.48 ± 0.50 b | 3.58 ± 0.30 a | 3.73 ± 0.30 a | 3.76 ± 0.20 a |
| length (cm)  | 40.00 ± 0.10 a| 40.00 ± 0.10 a| 40.00 ± 0.10 a| 40.00 ± 0.10 a| 40.00 ± 0.10 a|
| diameter (cm) | 3.80 ± 0.10 a | 3.80 ± 0.10 a | 3.80 ± 0.10 a | 3.80 ± 0.10 a | 3.80 ± 0.10 a |
| pore volume (cm³) | 104.34 ± 6.32 | 104.34 ± 6.32 | 98.89 ± 6.98 | 101.62 ± 7.60 | 104.34 ± 6.32 |

bPorosity values reported were calculated using obtained CT data. aPorosity values shown were obtained from a representative measurement using the Ultra Pycnometer 1000.
2.2. Core Samples. Reservoir rocks for the studied oil field are exclusively sandstones that exhibit good reservoir characteristics in terms of porosity (up to 25%) and permeability (up to 640 mD). Bentheimer sandstone cores were used in this study to mimic reservoir rocks because of its homogeneous mineralogy (>91 wt % Quartz) and high permeabilities (3.39 ± 0.91 D). Its physical properties are presented in Table 1. Porosities shown were either determined from CT scan data or by using an Ultra Pycnometer 1000 (Quantachrome Corporation). Several equidistant holes were drilled in the cores for pressure drop measurements. All cores were placed horizontally. More details about the preparation of the sandstone samples are given elsewhere. 6

2.3. Equipment: Bulk Foam Experiments. Bulk foam stability experiments were performed using two surfactant formulations studied in this work: IOS2024 and Surfactant X. Experiments were conducted in the absence and presence of crude oil utilizing the Foam Scan instrument (I.T. Concept-TECLIS). The apparatus is designed to measure (i) the ability of a liquid to develop foam by sparging N2 through it, and (ii) the stability of the generated foam by monitoring its volume as function of time.

2.4. Equipment: Core-Flood Experiments. Core-flood experiments were conducted utilizing the experimental setup shown in Figure 2. Bentheimer sandstone cores were placed horizontally in a designed core holder made of polyester ether ketone which exhibits low X-ray attenuation and high mechanical strength. The confining pressure, that is, the pressure in the core holder surrounding the sandstone, was set equal to the inlet pressure in all experiments performed. Aqueous solutions were injected using a dual-cylinder liquid pump (Quizix QX-6000), placed in line with the core-holder. A separate transfer vessel was used for injecting the crude oil. Several absolute and differential pressure transducers were installed along the core for accurately monitoring pressure (drop) behavior during the various injection stages. Thermocouples were connected to the setup for temperature monitoring. The (differential) pressure transducers and thermocouples were linked to a USB data acquisition system (National Instruments, cDAQ-9174) that recorded the data using a 5 s time interval. The outlet pressure was set using a backpressure regulator (DEMO-TU Delft). For regulating the N2 fractional flow during drive foam injection, that is, foam quality, a mass flow controller (Bronkhorst, EL-FLOW) was used. A Coriolis flowmeter (Bronkhorst, CORI-FLOW), which measured effluent densities and mass flow rates, was connected to the outlet for accurately determining phase breakthrough times. Effluent fluids were collected in a measuring cup placed on a digital balance.

Table 2. Overview of Core-Flood Experiments Performed

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>exp.</th>
<th>process</th>
<th>salinity</th>
<th>foam quality (%)</th>
<th>liquid flow rate (cm³/min)</th>
<th>gas flow rate (cm³/min)</th>
<th>total injection velocity (ft/day)</th>
<th>CT</th>
<th>method of drive foam generation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>foam quality scan</td>
<td>multiple</td>
<td>multiple</td>
<td>multiple</td>
<td>2.1 ± 0.1</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>co-injection</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>FACF</td>
<td>under-optimum</td>
<td>57.5</td>
<td>0.2125</td>
<td>0.2875</td>
<td>2.1 ± 0.1</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>co-injection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>FACF</td>
<td>under-optimum</td>
<td>57.5</td>
<td>0.2125</td>
<td>0.2875</td>
<td>2.1 ± 0.1</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>co-injection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>FACF</td>
<td>optimum</td>
<td>57.5</td>
<td>0.2125</td>
<td>0.2875</td>
<td>2.1 ± 0.1</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>co-injection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>FACF</td>
<td>optimum</td>
<td>57.5</td>
<td>0.2125</td>
<td>0.2875</td>
<td>2.1 ± 0.1</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>pre-generated</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.2. Core Samples. Reservoir rocks for the studied oil field are exclusively sandstones that exhibit good reservoir characteristics in terms of porosity (up to 25%) and permeability (up to 640 mD). Bentheimer sandstone cores were used in this study to mimic reservoir rocks because of its homogeneous mineralogy (>91 wt % Quartz) and high permeabilities (3.39 ± 0.91 D). Its physical properties are presented in Table 1. Porosities shown were either determined from CT scan data or by using an Ultra Pycnometer 1000 (Quantachrome Corporation). Several equidistant holes were drilled in the cores for pressure drop measurements. All cores were placed horizontally. More details about the preparation of the sandstone samples are given elsewhere. 6

2.3. Equipment: Bulk Foam Experiments. Bulk foam stability experiments were performed using two surfactant formulations studied in this work: IOS2024 and Surfactant X. Experiments were conducted in the absence and presence of crude oil utilizing the Foam Scan instrument (I.T. Concept-TECLIS). The apparatus is designed to measure (i) the ability of a liquid to develop foam by sparging N2 through it, and (ii) the stability of the generated foam by monitoring its volume as function of time.

2.4. Equipment: Core-Flood Experiments. Core-flood experiments were conducted utilizing the experimental setup shown in Figure 2. Bentheimer sandstone cores were placed horizontally in a designed core holder made of polyester ether ketone which exhibits low X-ray attenuation and high mechanical strength. The confining pressure, that is, the pressure in the core holder surrounding the sandstone, was set equal to the inlet pressure in all experiments performed. Aqueous solutions were injected using a dual-cylinder liquid pump (Quizix QX-6000), placed in line with the core-holder. A separate transfer vessel was used for injecting the crude oil. Several absolute and differential pressure transducers were installed along the core for accurately monitoring pressure (drop) behavior during the various injection stages. Thermocouples were connected to the setup for temperature monitoring. The (differential) pressure transducers and thermocouples were linked to a USB data acquisition system (National Instruments, cDAQ-9174) that recorded the data using a 5 s time interval. The outlet pressure was set using a backpressure regulator (DEMO-TU Delft). For regulating the N2 fractional flow during drive foam injection, that is, foam quality, a mass flow controller (Bronkhorst, EL-FLOW) was used. A Coriolis flowmeter (Bronkhorst, CORI-FLOW), which measured effluent densities and mass flow rates, was connected to the outlet for accurately determining phase breakthrough times. Effluent fluids were collected in a measuring cup placed on a digital balance. CO2, used for initial flushing of the core (Section 2.7), was supplied in a 200 bar cylinder. In one FACF core-flood, exp. 5 in Table 2, a high-pressure static mixing tee (Health & Science, U-466), which features a 10 μm stainless steel frit, was placed at the inlet section in order to regenerate foam prior to injection. The frit pore size of 10 μm corresponds well with averaged pore body and throat diameters.
reported for Bentheimer sandstones. All core-flood experiments were conducted at a reservoir temperature of 90 ± 1 °C. Temperature was either controlled by (i) placing the core holder in an oven (exp. 1, 2, and 5 in Table 2), or by (ii) utilizing aluminum heating sleeves filled with silicon oil for CT-assisted core-floods (exp. 3 and 4 in Table 2). Note that, because of the design of the core holder, two separate aluminum sleeves were used which led a short section of the core holder uncovered by the heating sleeves (Figure 2).

In exp. 3 and 4 (Table 2) a Siemens SOMATOM Definition CT scanner with true dual-energy scanning capabilities was utilized for quantifying three-phase saturation distributions during the various injection stages. It allowed for assessing and visualizing the oil bank formation and its displacement by a foam drive. A more detailed description of the apparatus is given elsewhere.6

2.5. Procedure: Phase Behavior. Phase behavior tests were conducted by preparing several crude oil/surfactant slug formulations where the surfactant slug contained X wt % NaCl, 0.37 wt % Na2SO4, 0.06 wt % KCl, 0.03 wt % NaHCO3, and 0.50 wt % AM surfactant drive solutions studied contained 3.44 wt % NaCl, 0.37 wt % Na2SO4, 0.06 wt % KCl, 0.03 wt % NaHCO3, 1.00 wt % 2-butanol, and 0.30 wt % active matter (AM) IOS2024 or 0.30 wt % AM Surfactant X. Both NaCl and KCl concentrations were altered in order to vary slug salinity because we aimed to change solely the monovalent chloride ions. Crude oil/surfactant slug mixtures were prepared at a 1:2 oil-to-water ratio and subsequently placed on a shaking roller for 10 h to ensure adequate mixing. Afterward, the samples were placed in an oven at 90 °C until equilibrium was reached (typically after 3 weeks). The oil and water solubilization ratios were then estimated by assuming that all the surfactant is present in the ME phase and not in the excess oil or water phases.33 Optimum salinity was determined as the salinity at which the oil and water solubilization ratios overlap. The goal of the phase behavior study is to identify the surfactant slug formulation (IOS2024 or Surfactant X) that will be used in the FACF core-floods and to categorize the Winsor type systems of the final surfactant slug composition.37 All phase behavior tests were performed at ambient pressure and the core-floods were conducted using a backpressure of 20 bar. The potential pressure effect implies an increasing optimum salinity range (type III system) with increasing pressure.33 However, this effect is expected to be insignificant when dealing with a pressure difference of only 20 bar.

2.6. Procedure: Bulk Foam. In order to assess drive foam stability in bulk for both IOS2024 and Surfactant X, bulk foam experiments were conducted in the absence of crude oil. The two surfactant drive solutions studied contained 3.44 wt % NaCl, 0.37 wt % Na2SO4, 0.06 wt % KCl, 0.03 wt % NaHCO3, and 0.50 wt % AM IOS2024 or 0.30 wt % AM Surfactant X. Both NaCl and KCl concentrations were altered in order to vary slug salinity because we aimed to change solely the monovalent chloride ions. Crude oil/surfactant slug mixtures were prepared at a 1:2 oil-to-water ratio and subsequently placed on a shaking roller for 10 h to ensure adequate mixing. Afterward, the samples were placed in an oven at 90 °C until equilibrium was reached (typically after 3 weeks). The oil and water solubilization ratios were then estimated by assuming that all the surfactant is present in the ME phase and not in the excess oil or water phases.33 Optimum salinity was determined as the salinity at which the oil and water solubilization ratios overlap. The goal of the phase behavior study is to identify the surfactant slug formulation (IOS2024 or Surfactant X) that will be used in the FACF core-floods and to categorize the Winsor type systems of the final surfactant slug composition.37 All phase behavior tests were performed at ambient pressure and the core-floods were conducted using a backpressure of 20 bar. The potential pressure effect implies an increasing optimum salinity range (type III system) with increasing pressure.33 However, this effect is expected to be insignificant when dealing with a pressure difference of only 20 bar.

To 25 bar to ensure complete dissolution of remaining CO2 in brine. Next, in exp. 1, a surfactant drive preflush of approximately 10.00 PV was conducted in order to satisfy the surfactant adsorption capacity of the rock. Afterward, drive foam was generated at various gas fractional flows in exp. 1. This was done through co-injection of the selected surfactant drive formulation and N2 at a constant supercritical velocity of 2.1 ± 0.1 ft/day. Results obtained from exp. 1 give an overview of the oil absorbency to foam quality in the absence of crude oil. For all other core-flood experiments, subsequent to brine injection, crude oil was injected (circa 5.00 PV) for establishing connate water saturation (Sraw). Afterward, the system was exposed to extensive water flooding (nearby 7.00 PV) in order to reach residual oil to waterflood (Sw,ro). At the end of brine injection, oil injection and water flooding, injection rates were varied for determining the absolute permeability to brine and the oil and water end-point relative permeabilities (krw and kro), respectively, by using Darcy’s law.33 Prior to changing injection rates for kro and krw estimation during primary drainage and water flooding, respectively, bump floods were applied by increasing the injection rate with a factor 8 (oil injection) or 16 (water flooding) in order to establish true initial oil saturation (Sow) and Sw,ro. Next to water flooding, in exp. 2, 3, 4, and 5, approximately 0.45 PV of surfactant slug was injected at 0.6 ± 0.1 ft/day, at either under-optimum (exp. 2 and 3) or at optimum (exp. 4 and 5) salinity, in order to mobilize Sow,ro. Consequently, for displacing the formed oil bank, drive foam was generated either in situ through co-injection of N2 and surfactant drive solution (exp. 2, 3, and 4) or by injecting pre-generated foam (exp. 5), all at a constant foam quality of 57.5% and a total supercritical velocity of 2.1 ± 0.1 ft/day (Table 2). Drive foam injection continued until no more measurable amounts of oil were produced. Although exp. 5 was not conducted with the assistance of a medical CT scanner, still the oleic phase was doped with 1-iododecane in order to allow for comparison of the results with exp. 4. Table S.I.2 (Supporting Information) gives an overview of the physical properties of the various types of brine, oil, surfactant slug, and drive solutions utilized in this study. In order to avoid any brine-slug-drive salinity gradient, the total ionic strength of each aqueous solution within one experiment was kept constant. More detailed information on the CT data postprocessing is explained elsewhere.5

Table 3. Core-Flood Procedure

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>step</th>
<th>exp.</th>
<th>process</th>
<th>back pressure (bar)</th>
<th>pore volumes injected</th>
<th>flow rate (cm³/min)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>all</td>
<td>CO2 flushing</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>10.00</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>all</td>
<td>vacuuming</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>10.00</td>
<td>0.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>all</td>
<td>brine saturation</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>5.00</td>
<td>0.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>1&lt;sup&gt;o&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>surfactant drive pre-flush</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>7.00</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>2, 3, 4, 5</td>
<td>oil injection</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>2, 3, 4, 5</td>
<td>water flooding</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>liquid: 0.2125</td>
<td>gas: 0.2875</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>2, 3, 4, 5</td>
<td>surfactant slug injection</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>liquid: 0.2125</td>
<td>gas: 0.2875</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>1&lt;sup&gt;o&lt;/sup&gt;, 2, 3, 4, 5</td>
<td>surfactant drive co-injection</td>
<td>20</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>pre-generated foam injection</td>
<td>20</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<sup>For water flooding, the same synthetic brine was used as for brine saturation in the respective experiment. In exp. 1 foam flooding was assessed at fully surfactant drive solution saturated conditions using various foam qualities while maintaining a superficial velocity of 2.1 ± 0.1 ft/day.</sup>
**3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION**

**3.1. Phase Behavior and Bulk Foam.** The phase behavior study for the crude oil-Surfactant X system did not reveal a distinct ME phase for the entire range of salinities investigated (0.0–5.0 wt % NaCl + KCl). It showed that Surfactant X was not able to reduce the o/w IFT to ultra-low values. Hence, the discussion of the salinity scan will be restricted to the crude oil-IOS2024 system. Note that, unless otherwise stated, salinities refer to wt % NaCl + KCl. Figure 3 presents the oil and water solubilization ratios (V_o/V_t and V_w/V_t, respectively) as function of salinity for the crude oil-IOS2024 phase behavior study. The Winsor type III system, characterized by a distinct ME phase in equilibrium with clean excess oil and water, was found at salinities ranging from 1.50 to 1.75 wt %. The oil/ME (o/m) and water/ME (w/m) IFTs at these optimum salinities were estimated using Huh’s empirical correlation and varied from 6.0 × 10^{−4} to 1.0 × 10^{−12} mN/m, respectively.\(^{36}\) The under-optimum salinity regime, that is, Winsor type II− system, was observed for salinities below 1.50 wt %, whereas a Winsor type II+ system, that is, over-optimum regime, was found at salinities larger than 1.75 wt %. Exp. 2 and 3 were conducted at an under-optimum salinity of 1.00 wt %, whereas exps. 4 and 5 were done at an optimum salinity of 1.75 wt % (Figure 3 and Table S.1.2). The addition of 20 wt % 1-iododecane to the crude oil did not alter the phase behavior.

The foam half-decay times (t\(_{1/2}\)) that is, the time that it takes for the initial foam volume to be reduced by 50%, obtained in the three bulk foam experiments are shown in Table 4. The data show that Surfactant X was able to produce a much more stable drive foam in bulk (t\(_{1/2}\) = 738 min) compared to IOS2024 (t\(_{1/2}\) = 69 min), in the absence of crude oil. This resulted in Surfactant X to be selected for the drive foam formulation in succeeding FACF core-flows. To assess the impact of crude oil on bulk foam stabilized by Surfactant X, one additional test was conducted in the presence of 5 vol % crude oil. The presence of 5 vol % crude oil was able to reduce the t\(_{1/2}\) of Surfactant X drive foam from 738 to 62 min, that is, a factor 12 reduction.

**3.2. Foam Quality Scan.** In exp. 1, a Surfactant X drive (see formulation in Table S.1.2) was co-injected with N\(_2\) at varying foam qualities, that is, gas fractional flows, into a Bentheimer sandstone core (Table 1). The total, that is, gas + liquid, injection rate was kept constant at 2.1 ± 0.1 ft/day.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Drive Type</th>
<th>Crude Oil Added (vol %)</th>
<th>t(_{1/2}) (min)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NaCl 3.44</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NaCl 0.37</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>738</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NaCl 0.06</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NaCl 0.03</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NaCl 0.50</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NaCl 3.44</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NaCl 0.37</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NaCl 0.06</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NaCl 0.03</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NaCl 0.50</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NaCl 0.03</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NaCl 0.50</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Measured steady-state pressure drops over the entire core length, for each single foam quality (f\(_{\text{fl}}\)) studied, were used to estimate corresponding apparent foam viscosities (μ\(_{\text{app}}\) in Pa·s) by

\[
\mu_{\text{app}} = \frac{kVP}{(u_l + u_g)}
\]

(1)

where k, u\(_l\), u\(_g\), and V represent the absolute permeability (m\(^2\)), liquid and gas superficial velocities (m/s) and the pressure gradient across the entire core (Pa/m), respectively. Corresponding foam apparent viscosities as function of foam quality are shown in Figure 4. Foam apparent viscosity increases with increasing foam quality from 0.63 ± 0.11 Pa·s at f\(_{\text{fl}}\) = 20.0% to a maximum of 1.45 ± 0.11 Pa·s obtained at a critical foam quality (f\(_{\text{fl}}\)) of 75.0%. For f\(_{\text{fl}}\) > f\(_{\text{fl}}\), apparent viscosities slightly decrease to roughly 0.84 ± 0.08 Pa·s at f\(_{\text{fl}}\) = 98.0%. The observed trend is consistent with data reported by others for similar foam systems.\(^{37-39}\) Foam flow in the low-quality regime (f\(_{\text{fl}}\) < f\(_{\text{fl}}\)) is mainly affected by bubble trapping and the foam apparent viscosity is essentially controlled by the gas flow rate; increasing μ\(_{\text{app}}\) with increasing f\(_{\text{fl}}\). However, in the high-quality regime (f\(_{\text{fl}}\) > f\(_{\text{fl}}\)), foam behavior is influenced by bubble coalescence and here the foam apparent viscosity is

Figure 3. Solubilization ratios as function of salinity for the IOS2024 phase behavior study. Aqueous phase compositions consist of X wt % NaCl, 0.37 wt % Na\(_2\)SO\(_4\) (X/53.3) wt % KCl, 0.03 wt % NaHCO\(_3\), 1.00 wt % 2-butanol, and 0.30 wt % AM IOS2024. The top right diagram covers the optimum salinity range (type III system) which is found in between 1.50 and 1.75 wt % NaCl + KCl, the under-optimum range, type II(−) system (<1.50 wt % NaCl + KCl) and the over-optimum salinity conditions, type II(+) system (>1.75 wt % NaCl + KCl). Experiments 2 and 3 were performed at under-optimum salinity, whereas experiments 4 and 5 were performed at optimum salinity conditions. The right-hand side presents the two crude oil/surfactant slug mixtures, after being placed in an oven at 90 °C for three weeks, representative for the experimental conditions. Note the presence of a clear, distinct, ME at optimum salinity.
mostly dependent on the liquid superficial velocity; decreasing $\mu_{app}$ with increasing $f_g$. The Surfactant X drive formulation (Table S1.2) proved to be able to generate strong, stable drive foams for the entire range of foam qualities studied in the absence of crude oil. Because previous studies have shown that high-quality foams are more vulnerable to the presence of oil than low-quality foams, the drive foam quality to be used in the following FACF core-flood experiments needs to be sufficiently lower than $f_g^{max}$.40,41 It is for this reason that a fixed drive foam quality of 57.5% was used in all succeeding FACF core-flood experiments. The apparent foam viscosity of $f_g = 57.5\%$ equaled 1.32 ± 0.05 Pa·s.

Exp. 1 revealed that the Surfactant X drive solution (Table S1.2) is capable of generating strong foams, over a wide range of foam qualities, in the absence of crude oil. In order to assess the effect of the crude oil on foam strength and stability in Bentheimer sandstone cores, N2 and the same Surfactant X drive solution were co-injected ($f_g = 57.5\%$) at $S_{or_{WF}} = 0.34 \pm 0.02$ to generate foam. Results indicated a reduction in $\mu_{app}$ with roughly a factor of 170 compared to steady-state foam flow in the absence of crude oil: 0.007 ± 0.002 Pa·s. These observations, together with the bulk foam results discussed in Section 3.1, suggest that the crude oil is detrimental to foam strength and stability in both bulk and porous media. The composition of the crude oil (roughly 75 wt % consist of carbon chains from C1 to C12) might explain the detrimental impact as previously studied showed an increasing detrimental effect to foam stability, that is, increase of gas bubble coalescence, with reducing carbon chain lengths.42,43 Whether the same observations are expected when applying Surfactant X drive foam in a FACF process is debatable as part of $S_{or_{WF}}$ will be mobilized by injecting an IOS2024 surfactant slug prior to drive foam injection, lowering $S_{or}$ which might promote foaming.

### 3.3. FACF

Table 5 presents a summary of the performed FACF core-flood experiments (exp. 2, 3, 4, and 5). This section discusses the chemical EOR injection stages for all four experiments, that is, surfactant slug and surfactant drive foam injection. Results will be interpreted and discussed in terms of total pressure drops, oil saturation profiles, and ultimate oil recoveries. The preparatory injection stages, that is, primary drainage (oil injection) and forced imbibition (water flooding), are not discussed in detail here as they yield major similarities with our earlier work at model-like conditions.6,23 The

---

Figure 4. Apparent foam viscosity as function of foam quality at 90 ± 1 °C and 20 bar backpressure for the drive solution shown in Table S1.2. For each foam quality investigated, co-injection continued until a steady-state pressure drop was observed. Foam flooding at $f_g = 0.75$ was repeated at the end of the experiment in order to verify its reproducibility (red diamond). A polynomial of the 4th order has been fitted to the data.
variation in the end-point mobility ratio (M), representative for oil displacement during water flooding, is mainly because of differences in $k_w^*$ and $k^*_o$ (Table 5). The more water-wet the system is, the larger is the difference between $k_w^*$ and $k^*_o$, the lower $M$.

### 3.3.1. Mobilizing $S_{or\_WF}$ at under-Optimum and Optimum Slug Salinity

After reaching $S_{or\_WF}$ in exp. 2 to 5 (Table 5), an IOS2024-based surfactant slug (Table S1.2) was injected, either at under-optimum (exp. 2 and 3) or at optimum (exp. 4 and 5) salinity conditions, for promoting oil mobilization by reducing the capillary forces that kept $S_{or\_WF}$ in place. The analysis in this section will be limited to exp. 3 and 4 only because both were performed with the assistance of a medical CT scanner and the other FACF core-floods showed similar results in terms of observed pressure drops.

Total pressure drops, CT scan images, and related $S_o$ profiles during surfactant slug injection in exp. 3 and 4 are presented in Figure 5. At first, CT images and associated $S_o$ profiles will be discussed as they give insight in saturation distributions which affect measured total pressure drops. The images for exp. 3 (Figure 5A) indicate that injection of the under-optimum surfactant slug-mobilized part of $S_{or\_WF}$ rather efficiently, leading to the formation of an oil bank. The tilted oil bank shape is a consequence of the difference in propagation velocity between its leading edge ($53 \pm 2$ cm/PV), that is, downstream side, and its trailing edge ($29 \pm 1$ cm/PV), that is, its upstream side. The driving force for the latter is the effective density difference between the injected surfactant slug and the oil and water in place ($\Delta \rho = 0.047 \pm 0.003$ g/cm³), which resulted in a gravity underriding tongue of the injected slug. It is expected that at the pore scale the gravity effect is substantially reduced because of a significant reduction in length scale. The under-optimum slug proved to be able to reduce $S_{or\_WF}$ by roughly 30% upstream of the oil bank after 0.46 PV injection, yielding an average $S_o$ of 0.23 ± 0.05 in that section. The averaged peak $S_o$ in the oil bank remained fairly constant over time and equaled 0.41 ± 0.01 at the end of slug injection.

The CT images for surfactant slug injection at optimum salinity (exp. 4) show, similar to under-optimum salinity injection, the formation of an unstable, diffuse, oil bank (Figure 5C). However, some distinctive features can be observed. One of them is the magnitude of oil mobilization by the injected slug. At optimum salinity, the slug was significantly more effective at mobilizing $S_{or\_WF}$, yielding an average $S_o$ of 0.06 ± 0.06 (81% reduction of $S_{or\_WF}$) at the end of slug injection upstream of the oil bank’s trailing edge. It can be attributed to the increase in capillary number from 10^−5 (under-optimum salinity) to 10^−4 (optimum salinity) due to the change in o/w IFT from 10^−2 to 10^−3 mN/m upon switching from under-optimum to optimum salinity conditions. Furthermore, peak $S_o$ tends to increase as function of injection time, yielding a somewhat higher peak $S_o$ (0.45 ± 0.01) in the oil bank at the end of slug injection compared to exp. 3. At 0.23 PV of...
Figure 6. CT images taken during drive co-injection at under-optimum salinity, exp. 3 (A), and at optimum salinity, exp. 4 (C) and related oil saturation profiles (B,D). CT images shown were taken at the center of the core. Total PV = 0 refers to the start of surfactant slug injection. The edges of the two heating sleeves used (Figure 2B) resulted in CT artifacts of a significant magnitude in between 5.6 and 8.6 cm distance from the inlet (red band in graphs B,D). Note that for further CT analysis, these areas were ignored. Oil saturation profiles were constructed by applying a moving average (interval of 8) to the original dataset. In the bottom two cross-sectional areas are shown for 4.66 total PV injected in exp. 4 and one for the condition after slug injection in exp. 4 (E). Cross-sectional areas shown represent original CT data in Hounsfield units where the gas phase is shown in black.

injection, the shape of the formed oil bank exhibits heterogeneous characteristics where accumulation of mobilized oil happened at distinctive parts within the core (Figure 5C). The latter is the reason why two separate cross sections, that deviate from the center of the core, are shown at 0.23 PV injected. The surfactant slug clearly had a preferred area within the pore network where it mobilized $S_{o,WF}$ (see cross-section at 5.85 cm distance from inlet in Figure 5). Most likely this is because of the core heterogeneity itself. After being mobilized at 0.23 PV, the oil tends to propagate and accumulate toward the top of the core because of a combination of core heterogeneity and gravitational forces. They can be analyzed in terms of capillary, viscous, and gravitational forces. They can be analyzed in terms of capillary, viscous, and gravitational forces. They can be analyzed in terms of capillary, viscous, and gravitational forces. They can be analyzed in terms of capillary, viscous, and gravitational forces.

The stabilities of both the displacement front at the trailing edge and leading edge (respectively interfaces 1 and 2 in Figure 5A,C) are a combined function of capillary, viscous, and gravitational forces. They can be analyzed in terms of capillary number, that is, ratio of viscous forces to IFT, and bond number, that is, ratio of gravitational forces to IFT. Relatively, capillary forces are expected to have a minimal effect on the interface stability as the surfactant slug yielded an increase in capillary and bond number of a factor 1000 (under-optimum) and 10 000 (optimum) compared to water flooding (Figure 5F). As aforementioned, the relative dominance of gravitational forces increased during oil mobilization at low $o/w$ IFT conditions, compared to water flooding, which is in good agreement with earlier work. However, the either stabilizing or destabilizing effect of viscous forces on both displacement fronts can be observed. Let us define the viscosity ratio as the total viscosity upstream over the total viscosity downstream of a particular interface, such that if >1 viscous forces tend to stabilize the interface. Averaged viscosity ratios of 0.83 and 1.14 were calculated, for interfaces 1 and 2, respectively, for exp. 3. In exp. 4, these ratios equaled 0.65 (interface 1) and 1.25 (interface 2). At both salinities studied, interface 2 reveals a more stable front compared to interface 1. Note that this effect is of a higher magnitude in exp. 4 compared to exp. 3 because of sharper contrasts in viscosity ratios as a result of a more favorable displacement efficiency, that is, lower $o/w$ IFT.

The total pressure drop profiles obtained during surfactant slug injection in exp. 3 and 4 are shown in Figure 5E. For exp. 3, a roughly constant total pressure drop can be observed. This is most likely a result of the fairly constant peak $S_o$ within the oil bank which yielded constant averaged phase saturations and, thus, relative permeabilities. The pressure drop profile related to exp. 4 remained constant until it started to gradually increase after 0.30 ± 0.02 PV injection because of the formation of the oil bank. The latter might be explained by an increase in the oil bank's peak $S_o$ as injection continued. As peak $S_o$ increased, local water mobility decreased which could lead to an increase in total pressure drop that was not compensated by the local increase in oil mobility.

3.3.2. Oil Bank Displacement by Drive Foam. After surfactant slug injection for oil mobilization, drive foam was either generated in situ by co-injection of surfactant drive solution with $N_2$ (exp. 2, 3, and 4) or pregenerated ex situ and then injected in the core (exp. 5). This section presents the obtained total pressure drops and, when available, acquired CT
scan images and associated $S_o$ profiles during drive foam injection for exp. 2, 3, 4, and 5.

Again, at first CT images and related $S_o$ profiles for exp. 3 and 4 will be discussed as they give insight in saturation distributions which affect the measured total pressure drops. They are shown in Figure 6. Note that hereafter, PV refers to the sum of gas and liquid PV injected in slug and drive (that is, total PV). Let us first consider the presented data related to exp. 3 (Figure 6A,B). Initiating co-injection into the system led to spreading of the oil bank, that is, increasing water mobility, and the peak $S_o$ now only slightly higher than $S_{o\_WP}$. Breakthrough of the oil bank happened at $0.63 \pm 0.02$ PV injected. Lastly, after complete production of the oil bank, a fair homogeneous residual oil saturation to FACF was achieved: $S_{o\_FACF}$ of $0.21 \pm 0.03$ (Figure 6B and Table 5).

The CT images for exp. 4 show the same alteration in oil bank shape because of initiation of drive co-injection: a more unstable, spread out behavior of the banked oil. Although peak $S_o$ reduced during co-injection, it is still significantly higher than $S_{o\_WP}$. A $S_{o\_FACF}$ of $0.16 \pm 0.06$ was reached at the end of the experiment (Table 5). Breakthrough of the oil bank occurred at $0.67 \pm 0.02$ PV injected. The nonuniform behavior of $S_{o\_FACF}$ (4.66 total PV in Figure 6C,D) is a result of dominant gravitational forces. They resulted in mainly the lower part of the core being properly swept because of the underriding tendency of the surfactant slug (Section 3.3.1). This effect is less observable in exp. 3 (Figure 6A) because of a worse displacement efficiency, that is, higher o/w IFT, compared with exp. 4. Figure 6E shows several cross-sectional areas for the scan taken at 4.66 total PV, that is, slug + drive, injected in exp. 4. A more equally divided gas phase across the entire cross-sectional area was observed downstream in the core, which is consistent with our earlier observations.\(^{6,23}\) It might be a qualitative indicator of foam generation or an increasing foam strength. At locations closer to the inlet, the injected $N_2$ tends to partly override. Note that this feature was not observed in exp. 3.

The total pressure drops obtained during surfactant slug and drive foam injection in exp. 2, 3, 4, and 5 are presented in Figure 7. Let us first focus on the under-optimum salinity FACF core-floods: exp. 2 and 3 (Figure 7A,B). When co-injection started, and co-injected gas and liquid entered the core, a step-wise increase in pressure drop toward $46 \pm 2$ mbar (exp. 2) and $28 \pm 2$ mbar (exp. 3) was observed. This is because of the fact that the injection of the liquid drive solution started slightly earlier than $N_2$ injection, both at higher flow rates compared to slug injection (Table 3). This was done in order to make sure both phases entered the core simultaneously (Figure 2). Exp. 2 yielded higher pressure drops because of the lower absolute permeability of the sandstone used (Table 1). After the initial jump in pressure drop, both exp. 2 and 3 reveal a slight reduction. We propose that the moderate reduction in total pressure drop in both exp. 2 and 3 is the combined result of the reduction in the peak $S_o$ of the oil bank, that is, increasing water mobility, and the absence of stable foam generation. Gas breakthrough occurred after $0.95 \pm 0.02$ and $1.11 \pm 0.02$ PV in exp. 2 and 3, respectively, resulting in pressure drop fluctuations as gas is leaving the backpressure. Co-injection stopped after $2.15 \pm 0.02$ PV injection in exp. 2 as no more oil was produced. Mobility reduction factor (MRF), which is defined as the steady-state pressure drop of drive foam injection over single-phase brine flooding at the same superficial velocity, equaled $4 \pm 2$ in both experiments.

The pressure drop profile for exp. 4 (Figure 7C) shows the same step-wise increase toward $28 \pm 2$ mbar as soon as the co-injected gas and drive fluid entered the core. Afterward, instead of a slight reduction (exp. 2 and 3), the total pressure drop started to increase gradually. The gradually increasing total pressure drop observed in exp. 4 occurred as soon as the co-injectants reached the oil bank. This is in good agreement with our earlier work at model conditions.\(^{23}\) This may be explained...
as follows. A rather weak drive foam was generated and propagated upstream of the oil bank. However, foam generation seems to increase upon touching the oil bank, yielding the more equally divided gas phase (Figure 6E), thus displacing the banked oil toward the outlet. The proposed mechanism for the latter includes a reduction in effective porosity once the drive foam reached the banked oil, an increment in gas and liquid interstitial velocities and subsequently an increasing local pressure drop which might promote foam generation.\textsuperscript{3,43} After foam breakthrough (at 0.99 ± 0.02 PV), total pressure drop decreased toward a steady-state value corresponding to a MRF of 4 ± 2. Comparison with exp. 3 (under-optimum salinity) indicates that a somewhat more favorable, that is, lower, drive mobility was achieved in exp. 4 (optimum salinity) during oil bank displacement.

For assessing the impact of pregenerated foam on the measured total pressure drops during drive foam injection, exp. 4 is compared with exp. 5 (Figure 7CD). Directly, after the pregenerated foam entered the sandstone core, an instantaneous jump in pressure drop to 53 ± 1 mbar was seen. Subsequently, a small increase followed by a gradually decreasing trend in pressure difference was measured. This behavior is most probably related to a combination of the oil bank being produced and further development of the drive foam. Eventually, after breakthrough of the drive foam at 1.24 ± 0.02 PV, pressure drops reached steady values in agreement with an averaged MRF of 9 ± 3. Results showed that injecting a pregenerated foam drive (exp. 5) yields a more favorable drive mobility, delayed foam breakthrough, and thus a more efficient displacement of the banked oil compared to in situ drive foam generation (exp. 4).

3.3.3. Oil Recovery. Figure 8 presents the cumulative oil recovery profiles during water flooding (exp. 5) and surfactant slug and drive co-injection (exp. 3, 4, and 5). The recovery profiles for exp. 2 could not be generated because of electrical failures. Because all FACF core-floods performed showed very similar oil recovery profiles during water flooding, only exp. 5 is highlighted here. Prior to water breakthrough, an oil recovery of 48 ± 3% of the oil initially in place (OIP) was reached. This could be increased further to 58 ± 3% of the OIP at the end of water flooding (Table 5). In the next sections, the effects of slug salinity and drive foam strength, that is, co-injection versus pregenerated, on the oil recovery during the performed FACF core-floods will be discussed.

For assessing the impact of surfactant slug salinity, exp. 3 (under-optimum salinity) is compared with exp. 4 (optimum salinity). When shifting from under-optimum salinity conditions in exp. 3 toward the optimum salinity applied in exp. 4, the recovery factor could be increased with 5% of the OIP after water flooding. This can be attributed to a better displacement efficiency, that is, lower o/w IFT, in exp. 4. Moreover, the pressure drop profile related to exp. 4 (Figure 7C) also suggest a more favorable, lower, drive mobility during oil bank displacement (compared with exp. 3) which may promote oil recovery in exp. 4. Oil bank breakthrough happened slightly earlier in exp. 3 compared to exp. 4 because of the oil bank shape and position, formed during slug injection (Figures 5A vs 4C). After complete production of the banked oil in exp. 3 and 4, part of the oil was produced as solubilized oil, resulting in the tail-shaped production profile after approximately 1.30 ± 0.20 total PV slug and drive injected (Figure 8). Note that this effect is more pronounced in exp. 4 because of the presence of a type III distinct ME that exhibits a higher oil fraction (0.8) than a type II(−) ME (0.1) (exp. 3).

For studying the impact of drive foam strength (pregenerated vs in situ generated) on the oil being recovered in a FACF process conducted at optimum salinity, exp. 4 is compared with exp. 5. The experimental results presented in this work showed that the ultimate oil recovery could be increased with 13% of the OIP after water flooding when injecting pregenerated drive foam as an alternative to conducting co-injection. The increment in oil recovery can be fully assigned to the more favorable drive mobility, that is, higher apparent drive foam viscosity, in exp. 5 as the o/w IFT and total injection rates were kept constant. The more promising drive mobility in exp. 5 most probably also resulted in a somewhat more efficient oil bank displacement which in turn might explain the delayed oil bank breakthrough time compared to exp. 4. In exp. 4, the gravity underriding tendency of the liquid slug and drive (Figures 5C and 6C) might yield a relatively early breakthrough of the oil bank’s leading edge. After approximately 2.05 ± 0.02 PV slug and drive injected a type III ME broke through in exp. 5.

4. GENERAL DISCUSSION

In this section, the results presented and observations made in this paper will be discussed in terms of applicability to real-field conditions. Our experimental setting yielded a capillary number (formula in caption of Figure 5) of 10\textsuperscript{-5} and 10\textsuperscript{-4} for under-optimum and optimum salinity conditions, respectively. It resulted in the mobilization of S\textsuperscript{w}\textsubscript{ef} as depicted in Figure 5. One may argue whether it is realistic to expect the same relative amount of oil being mobilized at the conditions of the case study reservoir, at constant capillary number. This is most likely not the case. Although reservoir rocks exhibit similar porosities compared to the Bentheimer sandstone cores used in this work (Section 2.2), their absolute permeability is significantly lower (0.64 D vs 3.39 ± 0.47 D). At fixed capillary number, that is, constant injection velocity, o/w IFT and fluid viscosity, a lower absolute permeability will result in a higher pressure drop. The latter implying an increased capacity to mobilize and displace residual oil, during surfactant slug
injection, at the conditions of the case study reservoir compared to the experimental setting in this work. Note that the latter is only valid when we assume a similar, unaltered, rock wettability for the reservoir rock compared to the cores used in this work. However, because reservoir pressures are in the order of 200 bar, which is far higher than the experimental pressure of 20 bar, this assumption might be too simplistic. As elevated pressures may cause the reservoir rock to change its wettability toward more oil-wet conditions, oil may be absorbed onto the rock which subsequently can lead to a higher capillary resistance that enhances the pressure drop. In this case, higher pressure drop does not necessarily imply larger mobilization capacity of residual oil.

As discussed in Sections 3.3.1 and 3.3.2, the relatively dominant gravitational forces led to an unstable oil bank formation at both slug salinities studied in this work (Figure 5). It is essential to note that these observations are related to a sandstone core with a diameter of 3.80 ± 0.10 cm only. The case study reservoir has an averaged net thickness of approximately 18 m. It is expected that for real field conditions, the gravity underlining effect of the liquid surfactant slug is of a considerably higher magnitude compared to the experimental findings in this work. As a consequence, most probably only the lower part of the reservoir will be properly swept (Figure 6C). One might compensate for this effect by adding a polymer to or foam the surfactant slug in order to favor the mobility ratio.49

The core-flood experiments conducted in this study showed that injection of pregenerated Surfactant X drive foam yielded an increase of 13% of the OIP after water flooding compared to in situ drive foam generation at optimum salinity (exp. 4 vs exp. 5) because of the more favorable drive mobility. In terms of real field conditions, exp. 5 might be quite representative. Assuming near-zero oil saturations in the near-wellbore region, as a consequence of the relatively high pressure drop in that area, it might function as a foam generator (equivalent to the mixing tee installed for exp. 5 (Figure 2)).

5. CONCLUSIONS

A laboratory study on the feasibility of FACF for EOR was conducted at reservoir temperature of 90 ± 1 °C in Bentheimer sandstones utilizing crude oil. Dedicated phase behavior and bulk foam experiments yielded the design of a surfactant slug and drive solution that was used in core-flood experiments. Controlled (CT-assisted) FACF core-flood experiments were performed where an IOS2024 surfactant slug mobilized residual oil to waterflood and, afterward, Surfactant X drive foam displaced the mobilized oil bank. Drive foam strength, that is, in situ drive foam generation by co-injection versus injecting a pregenerated drive foam, and surfactant slug salinity were varied. This study resulted in the following main conclusions:

- Phase behavior studies performed at reservoir temperature showed that Surfactant X does not lower the oil-water IFT to ultralow values, whereas IOS2024 does. The designed IOS2024 surfactant slug revealed a Winsor type III system (optimum salinity conditions) at salinities of 1.50–1.75 wt % NaCl + KCl. The addition of 1-iododecane to the oleic phase did not alter the crude oil-IOS2024 phase behavior.
- Bulk foam experiments in the absence of oil showed a roughly 11 times greater foam half-decay time for the Surfactant X drive solution compared to the IOS2024 drive formulation. The addition of 5 volume percent crude oil to the drive solution reduced the foam half-decay time of the Surfactant X drive foam with approximately a factor 12 in bulk.
- The foam quality scan showed that the Surfactant X drive formulation was able to generate strong, stable foams in a Bentheimer sandstone for all gas fractional flows assessed in the absence of crude oil. The largest apparent foam viscosity of 1.45 ± 0.11 Pa·s was reached at a foam quality of 75.0%. Foam qualities below are in the low foam-quality regime, whereas higher foam qualities describe the high-quality regime. A 57.5% foam quality resulted in an apparent foam viscosity of 1.32 ± 0.05 Pa·s.
- An unstable oil bank was formed during both under-optimum and optimum salinity FACF because of relatively dominant gravitational forces. The IOS2024 surfactant slug at optimum salinity was significantly more effective at reducing residual oil to waterflood (81% reduction) compared to the under-optimum salinity slug (30% reduction).
- Optimum salinity FACF was able to increase its ultimate oil recovery to 40 ± 5% of the OIP after water flooding while under-optimum salinity FACF yielded an oil recovery of 35 ± 7%. The injection of pregenerated Surfactant X drive foam yielded an increase of 13% of the OIP after water flooding compared to in situ drive foam generation by co-injection, both performed at optimum salinity.
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